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The lands between are a fantasy world where "the heaven and the hell" intersect. The gods of the heavens, the Fenrir and the Fenrir Lich, reside in the latter, and the earth is full of strange creatures created by the Asgardian gods after they were defeated in the war against the Kelewan gods, called "Elden". There are four continents in the lands between,
all filled with surprises and dangers, where you must free your soul. Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG created by developer FERRO INC., the same company that brought you the characters of The Forbidden Lands, The 3rd Birthday, and Sword Art Online. --------------------------------------------------------------- JUNE 2017 UPDATE (Japan) A long awaited update for

Elden Ring. We are continuing to slowly build up the final content by the end of summer. Currently we are fixing issues to implement the most awaited features, including the Eternal Dungeon, Airships, and additional life and transformation skills. This year we are adding the eternal dungeon system, which allows a player to permanently stay in the dungeon
at a certain level, but the player may be affected by time. This year will see the addition of airships, which travel through the sky to reach distant points. In addition, we will add more skills and methods of transformations and new items. --------------------------------------------------------------- JUNE 2017 UPDATE (Korea) In addition to the addition of the Eternal

Dungeon, we are updating the game into a more smooth and polished version. There will be better visual effects and the frame rate will be improved to a higher level. In addition, we are adding the airship system, and various things will change according to the airship. --------------------------------------------------------------- JUNE 2017 UPDATE (Americas) Elden Ring
is a fantasy action RPG in which you play the role of an adventuring character with the power of an Elden Lord who fights the enemies on your way to the Elden Ring. A vast world full of excitement is awaiting you, where you fight against the hordes of darkness while exploring the lands between. Gain the abilities of a power-hungry Odin, as well as the

power of the power of the gods, and fight against the great evil the Fenrir Lich. --------------------------------------------------------------- JUNE 2017 UPDATE (Russia) Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG, where you fight against the

Features Key:
 A Complete Experience Stretching From Single-Player to Multiplayer

 Thousands of Pages of Cool Story Events Enriched with Complicated Gameplay
 Unique Heroes from the World Between You Can Create

 Explore a Vast and Ever-Changing World
 Get a First-hand Glimpse of the RPG Itself Through the Previewers Comments and Reviews

About PolygonWorks

Surmounting challenges that lie between that which is true and that which is fictitious. Just what in this world lives or really is allowed to live together with us living mortals. We came to this place that it’s called the Lands Between where the boundaries of fantasy meet those of reality. Building a world to highlight great characters in a system supported by
consistency and originality.

As a new company who has been sharing its heart and soul while coddling its emotions, we are stepping onto the big stage. We are echelon, and we shall defeat all fears that stand in our way! Echelon, that is our identity!

PolygonWorks Co., LTD.
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Mode Lands Between, the New Adventure of the Elden Ring Welcome to the Lands Between where the Legend of The Ring begins! In this new adventure, you will be traveling on your own and forging your own path as a new Elden Lord in the Elden Ring with your hands. All the while, legendary beings called “Garment” appear and play an important role in the war
between the Dark and the Light. In “Lands Between,” you are not alone. There are many others by your side who work diligently together with you, so you may find yourself relying on them to overcome a challenge. The basic arena of the game is comprised of the three lands of the Elden Ring: Land of Aurora, Land of Ignis, and Land of Limbus. Various types of
battles can be fought throughout these lands. Ameblason There are various types of battles to face in the game. The battle for the Balance: Fight against a Garment to achieve balance in the Lands Between. Travel to the Land of Ignis in the Arena where the Garment appears and fight to gain favor with the people of the land. (As an NPC) To win the allegiance of a
Garment, you must meet various conditions while fighting in the Arena. Light and Dark: Fight between the Light and the Dark in the Arena. You can also quickly join the game in the Arena, and the story will follow from there. Master Classes There is a special class that will appear each time you defeat a Garment: Defeat Garments and obtain class cards. Each card
has its own characteristics based on its battle and their skills. The card data can be assigned in a variety of ways, making it easy to modify it as you wish. Various Weapon Classes Cougar's Fist: Instant Fire-type attack. It is effective against poison-type monsters. Chicken Launcher: Rolling Attack that can move up to the maximum of the character’s movement.
Elden's Fist: Instant Poison-type attack. Crystal Flake: Instant non-Poison-type attack. Shark Flakes: Instant Electric-type attack. Quartz Flakes: Instant Fire-type attack. Belt of the Hawk: Instant Two-way movement. Pistols: Attack the character with a single bullet. The

What's new:

 Released for Windows PC in summer 2020, Titan Quest 14 Knights’ Treasure will be available for the following platforms: Windows PC (via Steam), Android, and PS4®

Playlink Plus, the fourth-generation PlayStation VR (PS VR) system that streams enhanced features and offers a new control method, will be available in December to download.

Order now and receive an exclusive bonus: In addition to the base game, you’ll also receive a limited edition Archeology Quest for the same price (69.99 USD / 99.99 CAD / 109.99 CAD per copy). The Archeology Quest contains an
exclusive additional class and upgraded weapons.

Order NOW (until November 30, 2019) * Amazon.com

The product name of the package may vary. 

Other Daedalic Entertainment products released in 2017:
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